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This paper delves into the exploration and prediction of potential scenarios for the seventh industrial revolution. Our
research foresees that by the year 2050, a paradigm shift in production and consumption models will manifest,
characterized by the adoption of clean energy sources and mechanisms, advanced autonomous production systems
under robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI), environmentally friendly products designed for easy recycling, and the
implementation of cost-effective mass transportation systems. Our emphasis is on the scientific dimension of this
transformative evolution. According to our findings, the seventh industrial revolution is poised to centre around the
natural organic artificial intelligence Systems (NOAI-Systems). This innovative paradigm relies on the intricate interplay
of sensors, microchips, neural artificial networks, mega-computers, complex intelligent auto-sustainable software
systems, and practical applications grounded in the utilization of robust programming languages. These languages
operate under the purview of auto-sustainable generators integrated into an extensive network of clouds and
warehouses. The foundational elements include mathematical algorithms equipped with auto-generators for
improvement systems, complemented by novel artificial intelligence reengineering platforms, auto-sustainable learning
machines, and robots featuring advanced autonomous decision systems. The complete automation of business and
production processes is anticipated to reshape the labour market structure, presenting new challenges in terms of
knowledge and social interaction, respectively.
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